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LOCKS, CYLINDERS & ELECTROMAGNETS

All products usually available ex-stock except those marked with *. Call for lead time.
Additional manufacturers carriage charges may apply for * items.
No charge for split boxes, but please try to order boxed quantity multiples where possible.

BREAKSECURE 3DS ULTIMATE SECURITY CYLINDERS  NEW

In response to the increase in break ins due to cylinder attack, TS007 was produced by the Door and Hardware Federation and the Glass and Glazing Federation to provide 
a level of security for replacement cylinders comparable to that specified in BS 3621 and PAS 24. Cylinders which are tested to and comply with TS007 carry the one-star 
(supplementary security hardware required) or three-star (no additional security hardware required) rating, and if they have also been third party accredited by the British 
Standards Institute, they carry the Kitemark.

Having been tested to TS007 3*, BS EN 1303:2015 and SS312 Diamond Standard, the Breaksecure 3DS is therefore also endorsed by Secured by Design, the police 
preferred specification. It sets a new standard of defence against break ins, offering extra peace of mind to the end user. Furthermore, the 3DS has a 10 year guarantee.

These high security cylinders are supplied standard differ with 2 keys per cylinder. However keying alike and extra keys are 
both optional. Standard configurations of single, double and cylinder with thumbturn are available. They are a dual finish of 
nickel plated body and brass plug. If ordering a cylinder and turn, the standard turn profile is circular.

 � Single, double and cylinder with thumbturn options available.

 � Multiple body and offset sizes available.

 � Drill resistant.

 � Anti-Snap, Anti-Pick, Anti-Drill and Anti-Bump.

 � Split cam.

 � Euro profile as standard.

FEATURES

 � Tested to the highest requirements of BS EN 1303:2015.

 � Master Locksmith Association tested to meet the SS312 Sold Secure Diamond Standard.

 � TS007 3* testing exceeded required expectations.

 � Secured by Design endorsed.

 � 10 year guarantee.

CERTIFICATION

REF LENGTH MM DESCRIPTION FINISH
Z3DSES48 48 Euro profile single cylinder NP/B

 � Internal clutch operating the stopper pin prevents any access from the external side once snapped.

 � Spring action prevents the return of the clutch meaning there is no access from the external side.

 � After snapping, upon insertion of the key on the internal side, the block pin is moved to allow the axis to operate the cam.

 � Split Cam - proving more resistance against the breaking of the cylinder.

 � 11 Pin technology.

 � Patent protected until 2036.

 � Peace of mind - fit and forget.

BREAKSECURE 3DS FUNCTIONALITY

Patent protected 
dimple keys
To ensure maximum 
level of security on 
your keys

Tested
TS007 3* and SS312 
Diamond Standard

Key or thumb turn
Will still operate internally after 
the cylinder has been attacked

Sacrificial end
Designed to snap to 
protect against the 
most common form 
of entry through 
your door

Bump resistant
Many cylinders can be easily 
‘bumped’ - inserting and tapping 
an illegal key to release the cam 
and open the door. Breaksecure 
3DS is proven to resist this

Drill resistant
Engineered using high 
strength materials and 
robust construction to 
withstand prolonged 
drilling

EXT SS312
Diamond

1218

TS007:2014
+A1:2015

REF LENGTH MM DESCRIPTION FINISH

Z3DSED72 72 (36/36) Euro profile double cylinder NP/B

Z3DSED82 82 (41/41) Euro profile double cylinder NP/B

Z3DSED92 92 (46/46) Euro profile double cylinder NP/B

Further lengths, including offsets, are available subject to lead-time. Please call for details.

REF LENGTH MM DESCRIPTION FINISH

Z3DSET72 72 (36/36) Euro profile cylinder & turn NP/B

Z3DSET82 82 (41/41) Euro profile cylinder & turn NP/B

Z3DSET92 92 (46/46) Euro profile cylinder & turn NP/B

Further lengths, including offsets, are available subject to lead-time. Please call for details.


